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compare to NUREG/CR-6672 rather than NUREG 0170?

* NUREG 0170 severity fractions (conditional probabilities) based on 1975 data and
organized differently.
* NUREG 0170 does not treat releases in detail
* NUREG-0170 considers two scenarios:

* 100% release (Model I)
* Data from test of Pu shipping containers (Model II)
* Inadequate test data for Type B containers

* NUREG/CR-6672 analysis of gas and volatile source terms is adequate and acceptable
for SFTRA
- NUREG/CR-6672 analysis of cask-to-environment releases is acceptable for SFTRA

- Only fuel rod-to-cask analysis needs in-depth review and possible revision.
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Comparison With NUREG/CR-6672 Source Term

Gas rleass -K, Xe C02 shia ,-me i~sm~releases~p'otentiia*y lager

Semi-volatile releases: Csl, Cs20, Cs212, Ru -- same

Fire~temperatures -.same

Fundamental analysis of particle releases based on Lorenz study

Filtering efficiency~ofrespiabe e-size:particles.=]99%

Cask-to-environment release analysis adequate; releases depend on PRESTO results

f,, pj,, = 1t.O-for all.collision~only. scenarios

Source term section will be rewritten appropriately
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Comparison With NUREG/CR-6672 Source Term

I NUREG/CR-6672 1 11 SFTRA __71 I
,Codditidonal'prb ailfltes.6f ril ciet aatd, Wa6cd'i~~o

pnn.nn-•e_ -,-•••I : ;.,:

Conservative estimate of peak strain on rods More realistic estimate of peak strain on rod
based on SAND90-2406 based on finite element analysis of assembly

Some Cs released as Cs vapor All Cs vapor released as Cs compounds

No consideration of fuel pellet rims Consideration of fuel pellet rims
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5LOCKNEED MRI

Fuel Pellet Rim Layer

Reference: Einziger, R. E. "Source Terms for Spent Fuel Transportation

and Storage Cask Evaluation" PATRAM 2007)

* Rim layer thickness approximately proportional to burnup

* High burnup PWR fuel: up to about 100 pm.
* High burnup BWR fuel: up to about 150 pm.

-Rim layer/pellet transuranic actinide concentration ratio is 1.3 to 2.

- Retention of gaseous fission products in voids in the rim could produce larger gas
releases

- Range of fission gas release fraction in NUREG/CR-6672 is 0.1 to 0.91
(maximum will not increase)

- Rim is more friable than pellet and is adjacent to a potential tear or crack

-Because the rim contains relatively more actinides and is more friable than the
pellet, and because less CRUD may be present on the outside of the fuel rods, the
CRUD release is likely to be less dominant than that in NUREG/CR-6672. [ ma
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pm xample of the rim effect: collision-only scenario

Release fraction equation: freie....= fod, impact frod-to-ca.k (1- fdeposition)(1-Patm/Pinp)

frod, impact is the fraction of rods failed by impact
Pinp is the cask internal pressure after rod depressurization

NUREG/CRC-6672: frod-csk=(frupture + fresp)(Irupt-rA/rod + .01): no consideration of pellet rim

SFTRA: frod-cask = 0.113*(rim release fraction)+0.885*(pellet release fraction)

Rim release fraction depends on the number of tears in the cladding as well as on the
impact speed.

Two following viewgraphs show the relationship between the number of tears, the
fraction of the rim that is fractured, and the drop height (impact speed). The
viewgraphs are from calculations done by NRC (R. Einziger/B. White) using the SFTRA
equation (expanded).
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omparison of Rod-to-Cask Particle Release Fractions

Impact speed
(mph) 

i UREG/C

SFTRA

I lone tear I Five Tear

30 2.2E-06 3.28E-06 2.OOE-03

:,60 &5SE-O6 1-31 E-45 .7.§9&03

1.49E-05

5.97Ei,05

F(' high)

1 .51E-05

8:11 E-03

1 .83E-02

3.2SE102

90 1.9E-05 2.95E-05 1 .80E-02 1 .34E-04

3.20E-02' '2-ME14MI:.20 " 3:4E-05, 5'25E-05

"low:" smallest fraction of rim layer fractured
"high:" largest fraction of rim layer fractured
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omparison of Rod-to-Cask Particle Release Fractions

-,7
The conditions in NUREG/CR-695" were matched as closely as possible to
the "one tear" and "five tear" examples. The NUREG/CR-6672 results are
on page 7-34.

In this case - impact only - particulate release fractions that include
consideration of rim fractures are larger than those that do not consider the
rim (NUREG/CR-6672). For the largest fraction of rim that is fractured, the
release fractions are much larger.

There is no intent to neglect the "three tear" and "seven tear" cases. The
two cases shown are for illustrative purposes.

RADTRAN 6 can accommodate these differences.

Fire cases have not yet been studied.
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